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This phenomenon, together with varying waiting-times for surgeries and patient expectations can place a number of constraints on the design of surgical trials, which impact greatly on the planned analysis of such studies. Often, these factors are working against regulators' increasing awareness of the need to thoroughly assess the effectiveness of surgical procedure.
This presentation discusses some of these challenges and demonstrates how these were approached in CSAW, a trial assessing the effectiveness of sub-acromial decompression surgery for shoulder pain.
There are conflicting demands on trial design and planned analysis. The most evident of these is that clinical researchers are interested in the effect of the treatment from the intervention (i.e. the surgery), whereas conventional statistical techniques place outcome assessments at specific time-points from randomisation. Differences between both strategies are particularly pronounced in trials measuring short-term outcomes or comparing surgical treatments with potentially long waiting-times and non-surgical interventions. There is tension between the need to accurately reflect the effects of a major intervention compared to need to account for any other effects, including the passage of time. Both conflicting viewpoints have advantages and limitations. This paper considers the decision-making process leading to a trial design and analysis plan that considers a compromise between appropriate trials methodology, patient concerns and expectations, as well as surgeon objectives. 
